IN FACT I am convinced that all mirrors we produce are in reality magic mirrors, although we don't intend this. In which sense are they magic? Most points see infinitely many images of any given point in the world, and are focal for the (parallel) rays from a far star, that is they also see infinitely many images of the star. Moreover, most points see infinitely many images of themselves (this assertion is not a particular case of the first one!).
Proof. Let ~e be the family of all smooth convex curves C such that there is a set E dense on C, in each point u of which the lower radii of curvature in both senses pi-(u) and pi*(u) vanish and the upper radii of curvature in both senses pS(u) and p~÷(u) are infinite. That most convex curves belong to 6e was shown by R. Schneider [4] (see also [6] ). We choose now arbitrarily C ~ 6e and y E P. We show that the complement ~M~ 0 of the set M~ 0 of those points that see infinitely many images of y is of first Baire category in P.
Let Mk be the set of all points which see k images of y (k finite). We prove that (SMk is nowhere dense.
Let O be an open set of P and x C O. The smallest ellipse with focal points x, y still surrounding C will have at least one contact point z* with C. Using the broken line xz*y, we see that x sees an image of y.
Since E is dense on C and C is of class C ~, there is a point x' E 0 seeing y along a broken line x'z'y with z' ~ E (see Fig. 1 ). Let p be a point on the normal at z' to C.
Since pi-+(Z')=0 and p~+-(z')= ~, there exists a sequence {zn}~=l of points on C converging to z', such that the normals at zn pass through p. Let x, be the point on the and s. of(R), where
Now move p. If R converges from above to 0, then .f(R)o0; if R converges from below to 2r/cos T, then f(R) o oo. For R < 2r/cos 3' and n large enough, x. and s. are well defined.
We choose now a sequence {p.}~=~ of points on the interior normal at z' to C (p. and C lie on the same side of the tangent at z' to C), such that the corresponding sequence {R.}~=1 verifies Remark. In Theorem 1 we can consider the given point at infinity. Nothing changes in statement or proof, except that f(R) = (I/2)R • cos y, x, is always defined, and {p,}~=~ is chosen so that lim inf R. = 0, lim sup R. = ~.
COROLLARY. For most convex curves, most points see infinitely many images of any given countable set in the plane (even extended with a line at infinity).
Proof. Because any countable intersection of residual sets is residual.
It also happens that, for most convex curves, most points see infinitely many images of themselves. This is equivalent to the following.
THEOREM 2. For most convex curves, most points lie on infinitely many normals.
Proof. Let 6 e be the same family of convex curves as in the proof of the preceding theorem and consider C E 6e. Let O be an open set, x @ O and z be a point on C such that x lies on the interior normal at z to C. The already considered set E.has a point z' such that the normal at z' intersects O. Let x' be a point of this intersection. This point x' lies on infinitely many normals and it can be seen (like we already did in the proof of Theorem l, in order to show that x' is a boundary point of a domain the points of which see k images of y) that x' is on the boundary of a domain the points of which lie on at least k normals of C. Thus the set of points not belonging to infinitely many normals is of first Baire category, and the theorem is proved.
Theorems 1 and 2 show in fact that the set M~ 0 of all pairs (x, y) E P x P such that x sees No images of y, intersects certain 2-planes in residual sets. A converse of the Kuratowski-Ulam theorem (Theorem 15.4 in [3] ) suggests that M~ 0 might also be quite large--residual--in P × P. The next theorem confirms this.
THEOREM 3. For most convex curves and most pairs of points (x, y) in P x P, x sees infinitely many images of y.
Proof. ~ is as before; let C E 3 ~. Let M~ denote the set of all pairs (x, y) E P x P such that x sees k images of y (k finite). We show that ISMk is nowhere dense in PxP. One may ask whether M~ 0 equals P × P for some (or most?) convex curves. The answer is: no. Let C be any convex curve and F its circumscribed circle. The intersection C A F contains at least two points (and, for most convex curves C, precisely three points [7] ). Let a ~ C tq F and b be a point on the interior normal at a, outside F. It is easily seen that b lies on at most two normals of C, namely those at the nearest point and at the furthest point of C from b. Thus (b,b)~M*.
(Also (b, b') ~E M* for any point b' chosen like b.) Hence not even M* can equal P × P.
